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Blue Software is a project management tool to facilitate the product labeling. It
has project management, digital asset management, copy management, and
proofing and business intelligence capabilities.
My role at Blue Software as UI Developer included regular maintenance of the
site. This included making regular tweaks and improvements and solving cross
browser problems, Researching new technology and looking to keep the product
current with expected usability standards and creating and updating the style
guide. I also implemented custom branding requests for client services. Branding
requests included taking client provided graphics in the suggested formats, and
creating custom login pages and specialized welcome page modifications that
would go outside the standard scope.
I worked between the Design Team, which consisted of Business, analysts, and
UX designers. At times I partnered directly with UX and Design to create
iconography, design artifacts and high fidelity Wireframes. Working with
development I implemented the front-end portion of the work and consulted with
the team on various solutions to UI problems.
There are three examples here I where I worked on actively researching
workflow improvements for the digital asset management portion of the product
designed wireframes, original graphics, updated UI for touch compatibility and
provided both an improved look and feel and user experience.
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My Role: Collaborate with the Business Analysts, UX and Design team to research a better
work flow and come up with High-fidelity wireframes of the proposed UI makeover, and
present the concept to management. Once approved, UI changes were to be added to the
style guide and the feature requests were to be implemented with the Development Team.

A

Updated look for the navigation bar and branded colors** added to the UI. In addition, a ‘smart collections’ dropdown was added as a dropdown from the search
bar so the user can select a ‘collection’ which is esentially a ‘light box’.(not shown here) The code was updated so to make the navigation compatible with touch devices,
Windows 7 and up.

B

Updated Search Criteria UI.

C

All Header bars in the product were updated to have a flat branded color** added instead of the dated grey gradient.

D

Each thumbnail in ‘Grid View’ now has a row of icons to facilitate workflow they can Flag/Add to a Collection/Download/Publish a file with buttons provided -they appear greyed
out if the user does not have permissions set to carry any of these funtions out. The user used to have to navigate to the file details page and then choose and be directed to
another page. In this version, a modal widow appears so teh user does not leave the page for each of these functions. A file type icon has been added to correspond with
the supported file type -and to indicate if it is a movie file or an image.

**Branded color settings were added in administrative options for the user to set. The default color is #39B8EA

BLUE! Software Digital Asset Library-List view
Version 3.4
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Improved UI to better organise content and a more modern and cleaner look. Additional features included designing new UI to allow a user to change a file name.
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A

Updated look for the navigation bar and branded colors** added to the UI. In addition, a ‘smart collections’ dropdown was added as a dropdown from the search
bar so the user can select a ‘collection’ which is esentially a ‘light box’.(not shown here) The code was updated so to make the Navigation compatible with touch devices,
Windows 7 and up.

B

Updated ‘Project Details’ and ‘Project Dates’ UI -updated cleaner design -rather than an accordiaon -they are displayed in the same area and the visibility of details and
dates are toggled instead to save space. *

C

Way-finder’ featuture: This is a breadcrumb display to both show the user what line they are viewing when a row is clicked, it highlights, and the way-finder displays the
place it’s place in the project under it’s parent items. The user may also click (or touch) one of the breadcrumbs on teh way-finder and the project will scroll to the the
correpoding row.

D

All Header bars in the product were updated to have a flat branded color** added instead of the dated grey gradient.

*My role in the wayfinder on particular was to initially modify UI JavaScript to highlight a row when clicked or touched on a touch device. I started the initial coding for the
wayfinder and collaborated with a developer to complete it, as with long projects -we made use of ‘lazy loading’ for performance -not all the rows initially display -the collopsed
rows will load with Ajax calls and are not initially in the DOM.

BLUE Software Business Intelligence Module
This is a third party tool used in with the Blue software that allows the user to view reports on project process data
I created a custom theme to create a unique look in order to brand it for use with the Blue product.
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